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confectionery: chocolate

S
hrink� ation has a lot to answer 
for. First thing it does: lowers vol-
umes (they’re down 3.5%). Worse, 
this cost engineering – sometimes 

dressed up as a health and wellbeing move 
– alienates customers when they � nd out, 
which they almost always do, and that’s dan-
gerous when there’s a war on sugar going on.  

A quick glance down the bestsellers list 
reveals the scale of the problem. Just two of 
the products in the top 10 are in growth (Lindt 
Lindor and Celebrations) and all the big play-
ers are � nding life di�  cult right now. The 16 
Mondelez products in Nielsen’s top 50 are 
down 1.2% combined on volumes down 4.1%; 
Mars’s 10 bestsellers have lost 1.4% in value 
and 4.7% in volume; Ferrero’s four bestsell-
ers may be up 4.2% in value but that’s driven 
by price (volumes are down 1.8%). 

The relative successes of Celebrations and 
Lindt Lindor can at least in part be attrib-
uted to two key trends: sharing and premiu-
misation. As the sector’s giants lose sales, 
smaller, artisan players such as Choc on Choc 
are in growth. Yet they’re battling the same 
headwinds as everyone else. “Consumers are 
becoming increasingly informed about sugar 
and the negative impact of excess sugar con-
sumption,” says co-founder Flo Broughton. 

The British Medical Association has called 
for a minimum price on confectionery. The 
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Chocolate in 
a jam as war 
on sugar hits

The � rst new range from Mars Chocolate in 20 years marks the giant’s 
� rst move into healthier snacking. Unveiled in July, Goodness Knows’ 
three variants are only about 19% dark chocolate. The rest is fruit, nuts, 
crispy rice and oats, providing no more than 160 calories. That’s about 
40kcal for each of the four squares in the bar – aimed at “snacking 
throughout the day”. Goodness Knows is also the � rst Mars brand with a 
charitable aspect: 10% of pro� ts go to good causes. 

TOP LAUNCH 2017

Goodness Knows Mars

Committee of Advertising Practice has 
banned ads for unhealthy treats from online, 
print and cinema, and Action on Sugar insists 
next April’s sugar levy be extended from so�  
drinks to chocolate and other sweets. 

Not that the impending sugar tax hasn’t 
already had an e� ect on chocolate. It has 
already warped consumer perceptions of the 
category, says Nielsen analyst Greg Neale. 
“While the sugar tax speci� cally a� ects the 
so�  drinks category, 60% of shoppers believe 
chocolate is a� ected. Health remains a big 
barrier for chocolate, and one that is hard to 
overcome due to the nature of the category.”

People’s growing concern about sugar isn’t 
the whole story though. “We’re operating in 
a much tougher trading environment, with 

uncertainty created by Brexit, declining dis-
posable income and rising commodity costs,” 
says Ferrero customer development director 
Levi Boorer. “These trends have contributed 
to a decline in impulse purchasing.”

Certainly, the shi�  in the mults from choco-
late countlines at the tills to healthier snacks 
has forced a cutback in impulse buys, as has 
the wealth of alternative snacks o� ered to a 
population seemingly on the go non-stop. 

“The removal of countlines from check-
outs; shoppers’ substitution of countlines 
with products like cereal bars; snacking buy-
ing occasions moving from multiple retailers 
to other outlets such as co� ee shops; and the 
volume and nature of the health and obe-
sity messages have all played a part,” 

TOP 20 Chocolate SALES
£m change (£m) change (%)

Total volume change: –3.5% TOTAL CATEGORY 3,666.7 –17.1 –0.5
TOTAL OWN LABEL 274.4 9.8 3.7

1 1 Cadbury Dairy Milk Mondelez 512.8 –16.5 –3.1
2 2 Galaxy Mars 208.8 –5.7 –2.7
3 3 Maltesers Mars 165.6 –5.9 –3.4
4 4 Kinder Ferrero 123.5 0.0 0.0
5 5 Lindt Lindor Lindt & Sprüngli 115.4 17.2 17.6
6 6 Cadbury Twirl Mondelez 91.9 –3.0 –3.1
7 7 Kit Kat Nestlé Rowntree 91.1 –0.9 –1.0
8 10 Celebrations Mars 88.0 5.9 7.2
9 8 M&M’s Mars 86.0 –4.1 –4.6

10 9 Cadbury Wispa Mondelez 82.0 –0.2 –0.3
11 11 Mars Mars 77.8 –0.3 –0.3
12 12 Quality Street Nestlé Rowntree 73.4 –5.1 –6.5
13 13 Snickers Mars 73.3 0.4 0.5
14 15 Ferrero Rocher Ferrero 65.2 3.7 6.1
15 16 Cadbury Heroes Mondelez 64.4 1.3 2.1
16 14 Milkybar Nestlé Rowntree 61.8 –1.0 –1.6
17 18 Cadbury Creme Egg Mondelez 57.3 4.0 7.5
18 21 Cadbury Mini Eggs Mondelez 54.0 9.1 20.3
19 17 Terry’s Chocolate Orange Mondelez 53.2 –3.1 –5.5
20 19 Aero Nestlé Rowntree 47.7 –6.0 –11.1
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confectionery: chocolate

says Monty Bojangles founder Andrew 
Newlands. 

But it’s not all doom and gloom. Larger 
formats for the increasingly popular ‘big 
night in’ occasion are where it’s at, insists 
Francesco Vitrano, marketing activation 
director for chocolate at Mondelez, which 
this year poured a ra�  of Cadbury brands 
into bags of bitesize treats, including Fudge, 
Curly Wurly and Picnic. Double Decker has 
been available in such a format for longer, 
and this year put on an extra £4.7m in sales. 
“Bags are driving the growth for standard 
chocolate,” says Vitrano. 

Similarly Mars Chocolate has expanded its 
‘more to share’ o� ers. 

Some of those bigger packs, however, 
aren’t quite as big as they used to be, or 
as good value because of shrinkflation. 
Mondelez infamously cut the 400g bar of 
Toblerone to 360g and the 170g to 150g last 

autumn, turning them into ‘toast racks’ due 
to the extra space between the ‘mountains’. 
Then Mars got in on the action, cutting the 
135g pack of Maltesers to 121g and trimming 
Galaxy Counters from 126g to 112g.

The moves are understandable to some 
degree in the face of rising commodity costs 
following the 2016 Brexit vote. “Mainstream 
chocolate typically has a pricing strategy of 
around the £1 mark. In order to maintain 
the same price point and remain pro� table, 
some manufacturers have reduced packaging 

weights, and this trend towards this ‘shrink-
� ation’ has prompted consumers to voice 
their frustration,” says Nielsen’s Neale. 

“It’ll be interesting to see if manufactur-
ers switch their strategy to increase weight 
followed by increased prices in response 
to the negative attention shrink� ation has 
received,” he adds. 

Savvier suppliers have responded di� er-
ently. “Many are cautious and expect in� a-
tion to have a negative e� ect on sales while 
raw materials continue to be expensive due to 
the fall in the pound,” says Andrew Whiting, 
chairman of Beech’s Fine Chocolates. “This 
pessimism was the reason why we launched 
higher value products to maintain share and 
margin for ourselves and customers.”

Indeed the premiumisation trend has 
meant artisan brands are enjoying a boom. 
“Chocolate is experiencing the beginning of 
a third wave similar to cra�  beer and popcorn 
– categories where people are experimenting 
with surprising � avour combinations and ori-
gins of ingredients,” says Divine Chocolate 
marketing director Charlotte Green. “Dark 
chocolate is a big part of this movement, as 
the � avours are richer without milk in the 
ingredients. Its rich taste helps you slow 
down and cherish each mouthful; you can 
eat a smaller portion while experiencing the 
full � avour of cocoa.” 

For mainstream brands, however, future 
growth will depend on drumming up more 
excitement for a category that consumers are 
engaging less and less with. “Innovation is a 
real growth driver for the confectionery mar-
ket with shoppers constantly on the lookout 
for something new to try,” says Boorer. 

Consumers are at the heart of everything 
Mars does, claims brand and trade PR man-
ager Lauren George “We are always look-
ing to tap the latest consumer needs through 
product innovation and reviewing our port-
folio to ensure it caters to the demands of 
our audience.” That meant tapping demand 
for healthier snacks with the launch of the 
Goodness Knows fruit and nut bar – and tak-
ing a minority stake in Kind Snacks.  

The road of NPD is one well travelled. And 
rather than worrying about millennials, the 
50-plus demographic could be the answer. 
Middle-aged shoppers are the people to 
focus on in 2018, says Karen Crawford, MD 
at Elizabeth Shaw. Brands have neglected 
them – but the 50-plus consumer is “more 
a�  uent, more exploratory; bolder, � tter and 
wilder. We’ll see a big shi�  next year in how 
that consumer is targeted.”

“To maintain price 
points and remain 
in pro� t, some have 
cut pack weights”

All the headlines about Britain’s bulging waistlines and sugar addiction aren’t just hitting the 
confectionery market . It’s also making consumers feel guilty about indulging their sweet 
tooth, a Harris Interactive poll for The Grocer revealed in July. One in three consumers feel 
guilty after eating sweets or chocolate, according to our research. That number rose to 44% 
among 16 to 24-year-olds. Is it time confectioners launched guilt-free chocolates? 




